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Another Trip Around The World,
Grades K - 3: Bring Cultural
Awareness To Your Classroom With
Activities Across The Curriculum

Take a trip around the world with this engaging, multicultural study. Learn not only basic information
about the countries you are studying, but also about their language, food, history, culture, flag,
geographical location, and more! You'll have a magnificent time learning facts about each country,
making recipes, and singing songs in different languages. With Another Trip Around the World, your
class will tour India, Argentina, South Africa, Israel, Italy, Panama, Nigeria, Greece, France, Russia,
Venezuela, and Antarctica.
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We use this book in our homeschool curriculum. It is included in My Father's World- Exploring
Countries and Cultures. This book gives information on the following countries: Israel, Russia, Italy,
Nigeria, South Africa, Argentina, Panama, Venezuela, Greece, India, France, and Antarctica.The
pages are perforated, so they can be torn out and included in notebooks. The publisher also notes
that the sheets may be reproduced for classroom use (please see publisher's note inside the front
cover for more details on copyright policy).At the beginning of each country, a short list of statistical
data is listed, including area, population and more. It shows a small map with a location of the
country, and a black and white picture of the flag. The page also has a few paragraph summary
about the country's geographical or cultural distinctions.There are many interesting facts about each
country listed, and a fun, age-appropriate page with examples of the native language, sometimes

including a fun song or poem.After studying facts and language, your child can read about a fun
craft or recipe that corresponds to the country (for example, Empanadas for Panama), and there are
some classroom activities that can be incorporated to your study.Each country section also has a
fun worksheet (coloring, word search, or other fun busy-work type worksheet), and a full page to
color with the flag on one side and a picture of the country on the other.This has been a useful tool
for our lessons. The facts are written in language appropriate for elementary aged children. Some of
the cities may be hard to pronounce (we had to do an internet search for pronunciation). I felt it gave
a good enough overview of the country that we could either leave the study with this book, or delve
in to other subjects that were brought up if they piqued my student's interest.

This book will enhance any student's study of geography and people groups. All pages are
reproducible which is great for the classroom or homeschool setting. This along with A Trip Around
the World make a great world geography year.Highly recommend

I really enjoy these trips around the world books. They have a lot of info and fun activities. I had first
used them with a curriculum we had. I sold the curriculum, but wanted to have these for my
collection so I bought them to keep with my collection of books.

Love this book!! It is so educational and gives lots of fun ideas of things to do to help you get a
better idea of what life is life in the country you are studying. We love to flip through this book and
see what all we can learn about other countries. My son (8) loves when I pull this one out!!

This book is a great multicultural ensemble to teach a lesson on different places around he world.
You get information on the country, facts on the country,language activities, recipes from that
country, at activities, and a copy of the country flag to color. There isn't anything else you would
need to complete he package. Awesome1

I have taught this for two summer schools, and I get a lot of kids signed up! They love all the
information, fun food, and coloring the flags. I combine it with the earlier version, and do a country a
day. It works well and there are plenty of ideas!

we are adopting a child from Russia and this book is excellent for introduction to all countries,
history, food, activities, plan to also use in homeschooling
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